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ABSTRACT
◥

Heterogeneity is a pervasive feature of cancer, and under-
standing the sources and regulatory mechanisms underlying
heterogeneity could provide key insights to help improve the
diagnosis and treatment of cancer. In this review, we discuss
the origin of heterogeneity in the phenotype of individual cancer
cells. Genotype–phenotype (G–P) maps are widely used in evo-
lutionary biology to represent the complex interactions of genes
and the environment that lead to phenotypes that impact fitness.
Here, we present the rationale of an extended G–P (eG–P) map
with a cone structure in cancer. The eG–P cone is formed by
cells that are similar at the genome layer but gradually increase

variability in the epigenome, transcriptome, proteome, metabo-
lome, and signalome layers to produce large variability at the
phenome layer. Experimental evidence from single-cell-omics
analyses supporting the cancer eG–P cone concept is presented,
and the impact of epimutations and the interaction of cancer and
tumor microenvironmental eG–P cones are integrated with the
current understanding of cancer biology. The eG–P cone concept
uncovers potential therapeutic strategies to reduce cancer evo-
lution and improve cancer treatment. More methods to study
phenotypes in single cells will be the key to better understand
cancer cell fitness in tumor biology and therapeutics.

The Extended Genome–Phenome Cone
in Cancer

Cancer is an intrinsically heterogeneous disease and its tackling
requires the understanding of different levels of heterogeneity and
their origins (Fig. 1A; refs. 1, 2). Cancers stemming from different
tissues are diverse, although the same tissue can also give rise to
cancers with different characteristics (3). Each patient has a unique
cancer evolutionary history leading to a complex clonal composi-
tion of primary tumors and metastasis. Initial neoplastic lesions
usually derive from a single clone of genetic lineage, meaning that
the genomic space occupied by these cells is small. With time,
genomic instability leads to the accumulation of somatic chromo-
somal aberrations and genomic doublings that precedes malignant
progression (4). In metastasis, the genomic composition shifts
during the outgrowth and most of the alterations observed already
exist in the primary tumor with a dominance of specific clones been
observed in multiple organs (5). These clones harbor different
genetic driver gene alterations and within them, single tumor cells
possess large heterogeneity (Fig. 1A; refs. 6–8). These sources of
heterogeneity were recently covered by excellent reviews (7–13) and
will not be the topic of the present review.

The concept of genotype–phenotype (G–P) map is widely used in
evolutionary biology to represent the complex interactions of genes
and environment that lead to phenotypes that impact fitness and

ultimately selection of the fittest (1). In cancer, the traditional view
is that the G–P map is impacted by genetic alteration of cancer
genes, many of which have complex pleiotropic effects on the
phenotype. However, several layers can be interposed between the
genome and the phenome, which produce an extended G–P (eG–P)
map (Fig. 1B). Here, the phenome will be used to represent cell
characteristics and behaviors (e.g., migration, division, survival,
among others), whereas the expression of RNAs, proteins and
other features are represented by the remaining layers of the
eG–P map.

A clone of cancer cells will occupy a limited genome space due
to the genetic similarity. However, clonal cells are heterogeneous
in the other layers of the eG–P map, eventually occupying a
considerable space on the phenome layer, to form a cone-like
structure. Here we propose the eG–P cone concept, encompassing
the volume occupied throughout all layers of genetically similar
cells (Fig. 1B), which will be the guiding concept throughout this
review. An eG–P cone can also be formed by an individual cell over
time, as cell-cycle–dependent changes (14) and time-dependent
fluctuations alter the cell at the different layers while not altering
their genome (15).

The further down on the eG–P map, the larger is the heterogeneity,
as translation, metabolism, signaling networks, among others, add
variability to the phenome. If the main contributor to the enlarged
bottomof the eG–P cone is time ormitosis is still amatter of very active
research as both were described to add heterogeneity to several of the
eG–P layers (16, 17).

Cancer is a disease of deregulated fitness, defined by the capacity
to survive and leave descendants (18). Here we express cell fitness
only in the phenome layer, although this is the result of the
integration of all the other layers of the eG–P map. Although the
presence of a driver mutation in an oncogene or the epigenetic
silencing of a tumor suppressor gene (TSG) in a given cell can
indicate that this cell has an increased fitness when compared with
its peers, this will only be determined when these alterations
change the fitness of the cell (19). Therefore, all layers are repre-
sented by flat surfaces, except the phenome layer, in which the hills
and valleys represent different levels of cell fitness (Fig. 1B;
ref. 20).
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Experimental Evidence That Supports
the eG–P Cone in Cancer

Fundamental for supporting the eG–P cone concept are techniques
that evaluate more than one eG–P layer in individual cells, which were
introduced formost of the combination of layers (Fig. 1C; refs. 21–26).
Most importantly, recent bioinformatic analyses allowed the integra-
tion of single-cell data obtained with different techniques. This was
used, for example, to integrate scATAC-seq profiles with scRNA-seq of
the mouse visual cortex, demonstrating that at the RNA levels, cells
occupy a larger area and more clusters in uniform manifold approx-
imation and projection (UMAP) when compared with the chromatin
accessibility layer, in support of the eG–P cone (21, 27).

Live-cell image tracking coupled with scRNA-seq and/or micro-
fluidic provided information on how signaling network dynamics
relate with transcriptome and phenome layers. Under lipopolysac-
charide exposure, macrophages display distinct patterns of NF-kB
activation, each one resulting in specific profiles of cytokine expres-
sion. A pre-exposure of these cells to TNFa altered the proportion of
observed NF-kB patterns (28), indicating that subpopulations of
genetic similar cells can have different signaling responses depending
on the signaling molecules they are in contact with, which indicates a

larger area occupied by the signalome in relation to the transcriptome
(Fig. 1D).

Phenotypic stability was first experimentally addressed by Luria and
Delbr€uck in 1943 (29), whose experimental design is based on the
premise that sensitive cells can transform in resistant ones, but not the
contrary and that this transformation is permanent (Fig. 1E). There-
fore, this assay is best suited for differentiating stable (genetic), or long
lasting (epigenetic), alterations from very dynamic ones such as
posttranslationalmodifications. Variations of this experimental design
were applied to account for the reversible nature of several key
molecular events involved in tolerance and resistance. These strategies
were applied to study the stability of epigenetic marks and mRNAs
levels. RNA fromclones of about 100,000 cells (�16.6 generations) was
sequenced and the distribution of reads in these clones was compared
with a similar number of randomly grouped cell. As expected, all genes
in randomly sampled groups of cells had aGaussian distributionwith a
small variance. In colonies, however, two groups of genes could be
observed—themajority of them had a small variance of reads, suggest-
ing that their expression in colonies is not different from randomly
sampled cells. However, around 200 genes had a large variance in reads
among clonal cells, indicating a memory in expression levels over the
generations that passed from the original cell to the cells in the
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Levels and origins of cancer phenome heterogeneity. A, Sources of tumor heterogeneity: (1) tissue-specific tumor types; (2) same tumor type from different
patients; (3) intratumor clonal genetic differences; (4) single-cell genetic heterogeneity; and (5) single-cell fluctuation over time and/or mitosis. B, The eG–P cone,
formed by the characteristics of clonal cells or a single cell over time at the layers of the eG–Pmap.C, Experimental strategies that support the eG–P cone. Single-cell
direct measurement of multiple layers; cell tracking (D) and Luria–Delbr€uck-type assays (E).
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colony (30). Mathematical modeling of the differences among clones
in reads of scRNA-seq of these genes indicates an ON time between 5
and 10 generations, depending on the gene. However, as only the final
colonywas analyzed, no direct description of the dynamics ofON/OFF
status could be obtained.

A similar study evaluating colonies of 500 to 1,000 cells (9–10 gen-
erations) found that between 30% and 40% of the about 2,000
sequenced mRNAs were clonally stable in their expression level.
Long-term following of several clones indicated that some clones
maintained their epithelial–mesenchymal expression status for up to
168 days, whereas other clones slowly drifted to a more mesenchymal
transcriptomic profile, with a concomitant increase in the variability of
the expression of vimentin in single cells of these clones indicating a
broadening of the transcriptomic layer of the eG–P cone with
time (15).

The strategies based on the similarity or the variance of different
cell characteristics in colonies clearly indicate the degree of non-
genetic heterogeneity at the epigenome (15), transcriptome (30),
and phenome layers (31–34). At the latter, cells from small colonies
are desynchronized in the cell cycle, possess different DNA-repair
capabilities (32) and have considerable differences in the sensitivity
to drugs, experiencing fractional killing (31). This variation in
response to a drug can be explained by the heterogeneity produced
by any of the layers interposed between the genome and the
phenome, in the levels of biomolecules, specially proteins involved
in apoptotic priming (31).

Cell fitness, as it integrates several phenotypes, can be considered
one of the most complete ways of assessing the phenome layer,
although measuring fitness will not indicate the relative contribution
of the several phenotypes that impact the capacity to survive and leave
descendants. Measuring fitness requires long-term experiments, as
fitness can only bemeasured after at least one average duplication time.
A broad assessment of the dynamics of fitness in cell culture indicated
that normal and cancer cells have dynamic fitness that fluctuate over a
few days and three to four cell divisions (32).

The collection of genome, epigenome, transcriptome and proteome
data from single cells supports the concept of the eG–P cone, but the
complexity of the layers and mainly the multiple interactions among
them still does not allow the description of the relative contributions of
the individual layers to cancer functional heterogeneity (35, 36).

Molecular Mechanisms That Shape the
eG–P Cone

Copying information correctly to the offspring is one of the basic
principles of life, but making it with a few errors is central for
evolution (20, 37). However, a close to perfect copy of DNA is only
one part of the equation, as building andmaintaining a cell in a defined
phenotypic space requires biological processes counteracting the
stochasticity of most molecular events governing the cell.

Defects or fluctuations in epigenetic mechanisms
Epigenetics, defined here as DNA methylation in CpG dinucleo-

tides, covalent modifications in histone proteins, noncoding RNAs
(ncRNA), and other complementary mechanisms that control chro-
matin organization, can both provide the dynamics and the stability
that underly several processes. Methylation status of DNA, posttrans-
lationalmodification of histones, 3D organization of the chromatin are
involved in transmitting epigenetic-only information over several
generations (38). Heterochromatin and euchromatin tend to self-
organize in complex 3D structure, forged by the phase separation of

chromatin-associated proteins that preferentially undergo homotypic
rather than heterotypic interactions (39). However, this self-
organization is far from representing a stable structure and these
phase-separated regions undergo extensive dynamics as they are
destroyed and reconstructed at each cell division (40).

During the formation of colonies, methylation profiles revealed that
most loci are stable over up to 10 generations, whereas others are very
close to the variability of loci from randomly sampled cells, thus not
having any memory of their origin. Therefore, DNA methylation can
both be part of the stability in expression of some, while being involved
in the dynamics of other genes and phenotypes (15). The eG–P cone in
this case will be an integration of the impact of memory and non-
memory genes. Although for memory genes, the level of mRNA,
protein, and impact on the cell’s phenotype is homogeneous in clones,
for nonmemory genes this is heterogeneous and thereforememory and
nonmemory genes can be depicted as eG–P cones with a thin and thick
shape, respectively. The important question to ask is which gene,
memory or nonmemory, has the largest impact on the cancer cell
phenome, especially its fitness (Fig. 2A). In this case, the interdepen-
dence of the gene functions has to be considered. For example, in a
metabolic pathway, heterogeneity in the levels of a rate-limiting
enzyme has much more impact than in all remaining enzymes in the
pathway and therefore, the cone shape of the rate limiting enzyme will
be determinant for the shape of the integrated eG–P cone, especially on
the phenome layer (Fig. 2B). In cancer, complex networks control the
phenome and fitness (41) and determining which heterogeneity
matters will require integrations of multiple data and systems biology
analysis.

The eG–P cone concept can help to determine the contribution of
the heterogeneity from the different layers of the cone to cancer cell
fitness. Three broad groups of heterogeneity can be considered, as
heterogeneity that does not impact the phenome or fitness, hetero-
geneity that impacts the phenome but does not contribute to fitness
and the heterogeneity that changes the cell fitness. Determining which
heterogeneitymatters requires carefully planned experiments, possibly
involvingmeasuring the impact of the variability in a given layer on the
fitness.

The transcriptional expression of a given locus is largely determined
by chromatin conformation and the homeostatic network is deter-
mined by the close interaction of the polycomb repressive complexes
(PRC). Polycomb repression, mediated mainly by the methylation of
lysine 27 of histone 3 (H3K27me), is heritable through cell division, but
can be dynamically reversed and represents one of the mechanisms of
epigenetic memory (42). In line with the importance of this mecha-
nism in cell identity is the high frequency of mutation in histone H3 in
cancer, specially the substitution of lysine 27 by methionine
(H3K27M) in a highly dominant manner (42). Mutations in the genes
that encode writers, readers, and erasers of epigenetic marks strongly
modifies the epigenetic homeostasis, which is why many tumors end
up exhibiting destabilized developmental programs.

In light of the eG–P cone concept, epigenomic changes can lead to
the occupation of a large phenome space thus priming the cell
population for genomic events (43). Gene silencing through promoter
methylation of the mismatch repair proteinMLH1 is a founding event
in colon and endometrial cancer, which, in the latter, is a primary cause
of genomic events that drive cancer development (44, 45). The
observation that epimutations are common in cancer is an indication
that enlarging the epigenome and transcriptome increases fitness of
the cancer cell population, possibly through the overall broadening of
the millions of clones that form the overlapping eG–P cones from
cancer cell and normal cells that compose a cancer (Fig. 2C).

Phenotypic Heterogeneity in Cancer
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Interactions among layers and genes in the eG–P cone. A, Memory genes are characterized by the maintenance of expression level of the founder cell in all cells in
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Asymmetric mitosis
Asymmetric mitosis (AM) is an event observed both in prokaryotes

and eukaryotes and is responsible for the generation of two daughter
cells with different characteristics (46). In unicellular organisms, AM is
responsible for increasing fitness of one of the daughter cells in
detriment of its sister (47, 48). Inmammals, AM is classically described
in multicellular organisms as regulating tissue homeostasis, during the
production andmaintenance of stem cells (49) or during development,
when mitochondria are retained in the oocyte during the extrusion of
the polar body (50). In mature tissues, epithelial cells with stem-cell
characteristics asymmetrically segregate aged mitochondria (51) and
components responsible for cell degradation processes (16).

AM was observed in tumor cells (52, 53), potentially increasing
cellular variability and having a negative impact on the effectiveness of
drugs (54). Asymmetric segregation of molecules, such as EGFR and
neurotrophin receptor (p75NTR), for instance, resulted in increased
resistance of glioblastoma cells to therapy targeting this receptor (55).
Unequal distribution of extrachromosomal oncogenes contribute to
theheterogeneity and tumor evolutionof 17different cancer types (56),
indicating that AM plays a role in generating variability in clones thus
broadening the shape of the eG–P cone in several cancer types.

Stochastic fluctuations in cellular processes
Most cells are in steady state, in which production and degradation

of the components of the cell are at similar rates to maintain stable
concentrations. This is true not only for RNAs, proteins, lipids, and
most metabolites, but also for posttranslational modifications used in
signal transduction networks. Half-lives of these molecules vary over
several orders ofmagnitude, from themillisecond range of some signal
transduction mechanisms to several months for a few proteins (57).
Notwithstanding, small alterations in either the ON or the OFF rate of
the steady state can produce considerable consequences on the level of
the component after several half-lives. The relative ON or OFF rates
also impacts the dynamics of processes. Binding of transcription
factors to DNA has a high OFF rate, thus remaining more that
95% of their time in the unbound state. Therefore, short stabilization
of the transcription initiation machinery leads to transcriptional
bursts, which are major contributors to the transcriptional stochas-
ticity in single cells (58).

p53mediates the activation of several stress-activated responses that
control key processes for cancer biology. Under different stress stimuli,
p53 dynamics is largely heterogeneous in single cells (59, 60), which is
involved, for example, in the fractional killing observed in colon cancer
cells after chemotherapy (59). After stress, acute p53 pulses can lead to
temporary cell-cycle arrest, whereas sustained p53 pulses commonly
induce cell senescence, showing that the dynamics of p53 levels are an
important event in the regulation of cellular fate (17, 61). The
heterogeneity in keeping cells arrested in the cell cycle varies upon
the mean amplitude of p53 pulses in single cells after irradiation (62),
making the relationship between p53 dynamics observed in a single-
cell and the global expression of p53 evenmore complex. In addition to
p53 dynamics itself, the stability of mRNA from target genes deter-
mines which signaling pathways will be activated by a given stress
stimulus (61). Conformational changes, such as p53 tetramerization,
can also modulate p53 response pathways, even if p53 levels remain
unchanged in individual cells (63).

The examples above clearly show that small stochastic events can
potentially impact processes central for the fitness of a cell such as the
outcomes to progress through the cell cycle or survive to a therapeutic
intervention. As dynamic states are much more sensitive to stochastic
fluctuations in their components, it can be hypothesized that these

dynamic states contribute to the generation of nongenetical hetero-
geneity that produced the base of the cone.

Interaction of the Normal and Tumoral
eG–P Cones

Amulticellular organism can be considered a very large eG–P cone,
formed by cells who share the same or a very similar genome but adopt
very different phenotypes through an orderly development pro-
gram (64). Of note is that some tissues, such as the brain, obtain a
considerable portion of their variability from chromosomal aneuploi-
dy (65), thus representing a conewith an enlarged circumference at the
top, but still with a top much smaller than the bottom. Multiple clones
of B or T lymphocytes exhibiting a similar antigen recognition
phenotype have an enlarged genome layer, due to their V(D)J recom-
bination strategy for generating heterogeneity (66), thus having an
inverted cone shape.

Cells from the tumor microenvironment (TME), despite being
genetically more homogeneous than cancer cells, add enormous
heterogeneity to tumors. Even spatial compartmentalization of cells
in the tumor adds proteomic heterogeneity to the TME (67). In this
sense, the TME is the largest eG–P cone in cancers, as cells with normal
genome from different tissues are part of the TME and produce
considerable transcriptome (68) and proteome (69) variability. The
multiple eG–P cones of cancer cells will be combined with the TME
cones producing an integrated cancer cone determined by the complex
interactions of these cones (Fig. 2C).

The best source of TME eG-P cone comes from T-cell clones
identified by its T-cell receptor sequence. Even within TCR clonotypes
where the distribution of phenotypic states is significantly constrained,
a continuity of intratumoral T-cell activation and phenotypic diversity
is still observed (68). These clones show considerable differences in the
expression of key genes of the immune response, such as IL17 and
FOXP3, while being homogeneous in the expression of other genes
such as TGFß and IL10 (70). High intratumor heterogeneity in the
lymphocyte population occurs in diverse types of cancer. Interestingly,
a higher phenotypic diversity is observed in the T cells population in
breast cancer microenvironment when compared with normal breast
tissues. A phenotypic expansion is also observed in lung cancer,
notably for cytotoxic T cells and T regulatory cells (71, 72). Specific
effects mediated by immunotherapies in tumor-infiltrating cells
showed that anti-PD1 and anti-CTLA-4 therapies induce the expan-
sion of different T cells thus amplifying the TME cone, while shrinking
the cancer cone (73).

The TME is also composed of a large fraction of myeloid cells,
dominantly macrophages, dendritic cells, and neutrophils at varying
stages of differentiation. Despite the classical notion that tumor-
associated macrophages (TAM) polarize in antitumoral (M1) or
protumoral (M2) phenotypes in the TME (74, 75), recent single-
cell analysis revealed a large number of TAM subpopulations do not
correspond to M1/M2 polarization. Instead, poor separation of TAM
clusters in the TME population indicates a degree of diverse cell states
phenotypes (76) or even mixed expression of both protumoral- and
antitumoral-associated genes in the same cells (68), producing a large
TME cone bottom of TAMs.

Cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAF) are one of the most abundant
cells in stroma and play important roles in cancer pathogenesis
through the building and remodeling of extracellular matrix, the
secretion of growth factors, chemokines, and cytokines. They are a
naturally heterogeneous cell population because many cellular sources
might give rise to CAFs through activation or transdifferentiation (77).

Phenotypic Heterogeneity in Cancer
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This cell-of-origin heterogeneity has been demonstrated in a variety of
studies where subpopulations of CAFs with a wide range of biological
molecular markers were identified and their role in tumor promotion
or prevention is heterogeneous (78–80). Single-cell analysis has sup-
ported the identification of CAFs subsets that are distinguishable by
their transcriptome instead of biological markers, which could reflect
their functional subtypes (81).

The presence and the abundance of CAFs play a role in cancer cells
phenome. Pancreatic cancer cells shift the gene expression profile to
either proliferative or EMT when cocultured with CAFs (82). Inter-
action with CAFs lead cancer cells to migratory and invasive pheno-
types (83, 84). The presence of CAFs also affect response to therapy to
several anticancer drugs due to modulation of mitochondrial priming
to apoptosis (85) or alter cancer cells transcriptome favoring drug
resistance (86). The presence of specific CAFs subtypes in the TME
promotes the attraction and longer retention of Tregs, which lead to
their increased survival and differentiation (87), which makes CAF
subsets and its heterogeneity key players in cancer immunosurveil-
lance and immunosuppression.

A vast body of knowledge was produced about TME heterogeneity,
but little is known about the plasticity of the subpopulations over
time (12). The diversity of cell states in the TME is significantly
expanded when compared with normal tissue and a continuum
spectrum of cell states is observed for some cells lineage. However,
how these TME cellular states interact with tumor cells and change
over time is still an open question. It is reasonable to suppose that the
junction of the TME and multiple tumor eG–P cones may add or even
synergize with regards of their variability, in which subclones of cancer
cells that would otherwise have a small phenome area through
interaction with different niches of the TME will occupy a larger
phenome area and therefore produce an overall large eG–P cone
bottom (Fig. 2C; ref. 88).

Therapeutic Strategies in Light of the
eG–P Cone Concept

The dynamic nature of different phenotypes in cancer cells supports
the concept that therapy resistance passes through a tolerant state,
which is reversible but allows for initial survival until the occurrence
and selection of a stable resistance (89). The deliberate increase of
phenotypic diversity through the engineering of gene circuits to
increase expression stochasticity of an antifungal resistance gene
increased overall resistance to fluconazole in Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
supporting the notion of the survival of the most dynamic (90). One
possible explanation for this is the increased evolvability provided by
phenotypic heterogeneity, suggesting that the size of the cone base of
the cell population is an indicator of the evolvability capacity of this
population. An overlapping of different clones on the phenome layer is
an indication of the robustness of the population, as elimination of
specific clones will maintain a given region of the phenome occupied
(Fig. 2C; ref. 20).

Both preexisting and acquired resistance are found after chemo-
therapy, however the rate of acquired tolerance is generally greater
than preexisting resistant clones (91). Of the genes known to con-
tribute to resistance to vemurafenib in melanoma cells, only 5% were
expressed prior to treatment whereas 66% of these genes were induced
after 4 weeks of treatment (92), indicating a treatment-induced
enlargement of the cone at the transcriptomic layer. In glioblastoma,
single-cell phosphoproteomics analysis revealed that resistance to
mTOR inhibitors occurs in a nongenetic way through signaling
pathway rewiring (93). On the phenome layer, the transition from

low to high multidrug resistance phenotype in leukemia cells chal-
lenged with vincristine was mediated by induction and not selec-
tion (94). Temozolomide treatment also increases the variability of
clonal glioma cells in relation to DNA damage and cell fitness (32). In
this sense, some therapies, despite eliminating a large number of cells
and even clones, repopulate much of the phenome layer due to the
presence of cells from different clones in the resistant phenotypic
region prior or during treatment (Fig. 2D). It is important to remem-
ber that the cancer therapeutic repertoire worksmainly on the genome,
proteome, signalome, and metabolome and their impact on the
phenome and cell fitness is what matters in cancer therapeutics (95).
In addition,mutations or therapeutic interventions in individual genes
or proteins affect pathways that control phenotypes. When pathways
were considered in describing survival probability, the results were
much better when compared with considering individual genes (96).
This reinforces the importance of considering the eG–P cone, as the
heterogeneity of the gene, RNA, or protein may be different from the
heterogeneity of the integrated pathway that controls the phenotype,
which in turn impacts fitness.

This raises the hypothesis that priming the tumors to reduce the
capacity of generating heterogeneitywill reduce the occupied phenome
space producing less robustness and less evolvability. Targeting DNA
methylation and histone acetylation reduced the diameter of the
bottom of the cone in glioma cells and sensitized these cells to
TMZ (32), although it is very challenging to separate the cone-
shaping effects from the multiple other effects produced by a com-
bination of epigenetic modulators. The combination of epigenetic
modulators with chemotherapies is a very active research field and
some evidence, mainly centered on the transcriptomic layer, is starting
to emerge in support of the above mentioned hypothesis. The com-
bination of a bromodomain and extra-terminal domain (BET) inhib-
itor with paclitaxel or a CDK4/6 inhibitor produced resistant popula-
tions derived from fewer clones in comparison to the population in the
absence of the BET inhibitor (91), suggesting that reshaping the eG–P
cone prior or during therapy may reduce evolvability due to a smaller
occupation of the phenome layer (Fig. 2E).

Antagonistic pleiotropy selects a population of cells with one
treatment that is more sensitive to a second treatment. Among the
more than a thousand genes that impact antagonistic pleiotropy,
transcriptional and epigeneticmodifier genes weremore frequent (97).
Antagonistic pleiotropy can be used to design evolutionary traps, to
direct populations towards specific traits with one treatment that
produces a sensitization to a second treatment. It can be hypothesized
that eG–P cones reshaped to a rod shape may be much more sensitive
to evolutionary traps due to the lower probability of occupation of the
resistance space of the antagonistic pleiotropic cancer drugs, due to
the reduction in robustness and evolvability of this reshaped cones
(Fig. 2D and E).

Gaps to be Filled and the Future of the
eG–P Cone in Cancer Biology

One of the widely used arguments for sequencing the human
genome was the promise to better understand cancer. Indeed, in the
20 years since the first draft of the human genome, science has made
immense progress describing the genome of multiple cancers in
thousands of patients as bulk sequences in large consortia (98). In
the last years, single-cell genomics and specially transcriptomics have
added complexity and understanding in several key aspects of cancer
development and therapeutics. However, the “e-GP cone” formed by
the papers in PubMed on the different layers of the eG–Pmap indicates
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that genome is by far the most represented “ome” in cancer, with or
without adding the term “single cells.” In single-cell cancer biology,
transcriptome is also very well represented, but the phenome is by far
the term with fewer publications, both in cancer in general and in
single-cell cancer biology in particular (Fig. 2F).

Themethodologic availability for studying genomics and transcrip-
tomics and even proteomics may explain this inverted eG–P cone, but
it also shows the relative low knowledge about the phenome of cancer
cells. More methods to study phenotypes in single cells, hopefully
allowing the assessment of several phenotypes in a large number of
single cells, will be key for changing this inverted cone shape and better
translating the immense knowledge produced by the genomics and
transcriptomics of single cancer cells to the phenome layer and
ultimately to better understand cancer cell fitness in tumor biology
and therapeutics.
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